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TOMATOES: The supply of round tomatoes continues to be lower than normal out of  
Florida due to the adverse weather seen all winter.  The weather has improved, however, 
yields continue to be down below average and quality is variable though some good quality 
product is available.  Shippers are reporting almost no movement from last week with  
pricing.  There are a few deals starting in the Ruskin area that are set to begin harvest. Even 
with these new fields, there will not be any influential  volume out of this region until  
mid-April.  

ICEBERG LETTUCE:  Supplies are slightly below normal for this time of the year due to 
some bottom rot and rib blight issues in some fields. These conditions are a result of the 
high levels of sustained heat seen through the entire month of February.  Growers are     
reporting that these are issues that harvest crews will be able to see at the field level and 
the problem should not get into the box. Demand is improving some.  
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 PRODUCE UPDATE, cont. 

Click HERE to Register for our Annual Healthcare Show.  Starting at 9 am!                                      

Two Seminars will be offered- New Sodium Levels: A Closer Look and The Role of Nutrition in 

Cognitive Decline.  

Location: Nomads Adventure Quest Exhibition Facility                                                                                   

100 Bidwell Road, South Windsor, CT 06074 

We look 

forward to 

seeing you 

there!  

CUCUMBERS:  The off-shore Honduras product continues to unload on the east coast but we 
are approaching the end of that season. The quality of the off-shore product continues to come 
off as the season nears the end and shippers are reporting issues of shorten shelf life.  The               
Florida growers have begun to harvest and we should expect more volume from those fields in 
the coming weeks.  

 

STRAWBERRIES: The Florida strawberry season is starting to wind down and quality of some 
of the remaining product in the fields is beginning to suffer with the 90+ degree temperatures 
in that growing region. California is beginning to ramp up with their spring crop and should be 
ready to harvest by the end of March.  

http://www.hpcfs.com/ordereze/ContactForm.aspx?FormID=1002
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BEEF- Grinds- Market is mostly steady this week but this is expected to shift as we move past Easter. Demand 

generally seasonally picks up and helps to put upward pressure on the market as we move thru April. Loins- De-

mand is improved and putting upward pressure on the market. Rounds- The market moved higher as we moved 

into this week but has held mostly steady as the week has progressed. Chucks- The week began with packers 

raising their asking prices and this helped to put upward pressure at the beginning of the week. The market has 

held mostly steady for the remainder of the week. Ribs- Improved demand is putting pressure on the market. De-

mand is expected to continue to improve as we move thru the next several weeks. 

PORK- Bellies- The belly market has seen strength the past few weeks but is holding a more unsettled tone as 

pork production has remained at higher levels.  Ham- Demand is lighter and most demand for Easter buying has 

already passed.  Loins-Retail advertising is expected to improve over the coming weeks and help to improve over-

all demand. Grilling season is just around the corner and helps to give a boost to this category over the coming 

weeks .Butts- Market is mostly steady. Ribs- Demand continues to improve and is helping to put upward pressure 

on the market. 

POULTRY- CHICKEN - Retail ads and the comeback of export business on dark meats have contributed to the 

increased demand and the higher market levels we have recently seen. WOGs and whole birds are full steady with 

levels climbing the last week or so. Product trades at full market levels. Boneless breasts also full steady with this 

market higher as well. We will more than likely see this market continue to increase. Tenders are tight on availabil-

ity and trades at full market or better.  Demand on wings is increasing as we come into tournament season and 

buyers trying to get covered. Bone-in dark meat lines are rated full steady as business picks up from what has 

been seen in the last 12-18 months. Overall the market on dark meat has increased by an average of 10% in the 

last month. Thigh meat has doubled that percentage.  TURKEY- Majority of items trade at current market levels. 

Trading on breast meat and tenders is described as irregular with supply levels adequate. Whole birds, both toms 

and hens are rated steady to full steady. Market remains at current levels but product traded for near term ship-

ments have been reported at higher levels. Institutional and consumer sized breasts are steady to full steady, this 

market could move higher. 

SEAFOOD- Gulf Shrimp- A light demand is helping to put downward pressure on the market this week on most 

sizes on both Browns and Whites. Black Tiger Shrimp- The market is seeing downward pressure due in part to the 

lower priced White market. White Shrimp- The market for product of Latin America is mostly steady to slightly 

weaker due to good inventories for current demand. An exception would be for product from Ecuador which is see-

ing upward pressure with lighter inventories and higher raw material costs. The market for product of Asia is 

steady to weaker with good inventories for current demand.  King Crab- The market for product of Russia has 

been seeing upward pressure due to a strong demand and lighter inventories. The market for product of Alaska is 

holding mostly steady. Snow Crab- Alaskan product is becoming more available on the market and helping to ease 

inventory issues. The light inventories have been keeping upward pressure on the market but that is expected to 

ease over the next few weeks. Warm Water Lobster Tails- The market for 10 oz. and larger tails moved lower this 

week due to good inventories and a light demand. The market for 8 oz. and smaller moved higher again this week 

due to very limited inventories. North American Lobster Tails-  Inventories are good for a light demand and has 

been putting downward pressure on the tail market this week. The lobster meat market remains firm due to limited 

inventories and a strong demand. 

COMMODITIES 



Salmon- The market for product from all regions moved higher again this week due to an active demand. This in-

creased demand is due to the limited availability of product of Chile that is a result of an algae bloom that is limiting 

current harvesting. Cod- Demand for Lent has been good and combined with higher raw material costs is helping to 

put additional upward pressure on the market. Haddock- Demand has been improved during Lent. Pollock- Lighter 

inventories and a good demand during Lent is helping to put upward pressure on the market. Domestic Catfish- De-

mand has been improved coming into March and helping to move additional inventories. Tilapia- Swai- Market is 

steady.  Scallops- The market for domestic product is steady to lower as the market prepares for seasonal produc-

tion. The market for product of Canada has also seen some downward pressure this week as well. The market for 

product of China moved higher again this week due to light inventories and smaller import numbers over the past 

several months.  

DAIRY-CHEESE- The CME Block Market opened this week lower than prior week and has held steady buy this 

helped to pull the weekly average lower. The CME Barrel Market opened this week lower and has continued to inch 

lower as the week has progressed. Cheese production has continued strong over the past several weeks and high-

er inventory levels are helping to put downward pressure on the market. Exports remain below expectations and 

are putting additional pressure on the domestic market to move the available inventories. 

BUTTER- The CME Butter Market opened this week lower and has remained below prior week all this week. This 
will be 7 weeks in a row that the market has inched lower. Churning activities have been strong with the available 
milk supplies and this has helped inventories to grow. This combined with a demand that has been slower the past 
few weeks is helping to put the downward pressure on the market. Exports remain below expectations due in part 
that global prices remain below the domestic market. Even with the recent drops in the market it remains well 
above the 5 year average and last year. EGGS -Egg market is good. Retail demand improving with Easter a little 
more than a week away and supplies fully adequate. Easter business has yet to have a pronounced effect on the 
market, which remains at or near lows for 2016. Low egg exports are to blame; 43% lower. Total shell egg invento-
ry down 2.2% but up 22% over same period last year. 

SOY - Coming off the 3rd highest February soybean crush on record, bean oils continue to climb considerably 
above expectations. The recent strength is more of a factor of sharp recovery in crude prices. The inflow of cheap 
canola coming from Canada keeps soy somewhat in check. News to watch: meeting today for foreign oil producers 
to discuss an output freeze. This could cause crude prices to rally… and you know soy follows crude. Up 50 points 
opening call, Thursday. 
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Featured Member from our Premium Supplier Network  

March 25th– Good Friday 

March 27th– Easter 

April– National BLT Sandwich Month 

April– National Grilled Cheese Month 

April– 1st April Fool’s Day 

April 22nd - Passover Begins at Sundown 

May- National Barbecue Month 

May- National Egg Month 

May - National Hamburger Month 

May 5th- Cinco De Mayo 

May 9th- National Shrimp Day 

May 13th- National Apple Pie Day 

May 16th- National Barbecue Day 

May 29th- National Brisket Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Featured Items this week! 

Upcoming HOLIDAYS & NOTEWORTHY EVENTS 

For a complete list of Hood 

items stocked at                                     

HPC Foodservice, contact your 

Sales Representative.   

For more than 160 years, the name Hood® has been synonymous with fresh, 

quality dairy products that taste great. Founded in 1846 in Charlestown,  

Massachusetts by Harvey Perley Hood, the company has since extended its 

New England roots, and today Hood is a national company distributing dairy 

products throughout the United States. The company also maintains its own 

research and development operation, which supports the superior product 

quality and innovation that Hood customers have come to expect.  

ALWAYS GOOD.     

ALWAYS HOOD. 

 

#123471   36/3 oz  Vanilla/Chocolate Cup 

#197165   3 gal        Vanilla Bean Ice Cream ~ Fat Free! No Sugar Added! 

#197103   3 gal        Coffee Ice Cream Tub 

#197109   3 gal        Cookies & Cream Ice Cream Tub 


